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The pulse he'gsit di.tribution or miono-eniergetic electrons (0.4 to height of %hich depends on the elect, on energy and the thickness
jq4 Me%' i ncident on 0. 10 to 0.40 cm thick plastic scintillators 6s of the zilto.A theoretical interpretation of this behaviour is

sudied using a P)- source and a double-focusing 12G' spectro- gi~vn and compared wsith experiment. Thie agreemecnt is goou.
-~~tcr. In sonie cacs mo peaks can be obser~vd, the place and

Ichtroductiou Nuclear Enterprise Ltd.) were cilir~ders with a diameter
When plastic scint-'lators are used for the detection of 3.60 cm and thicknesses t of 0. 10cm, .15 cm, 0.20

<4clectrons or positrons, the th ickness I ofthe phosphor cm and 0.40 cm respectively. A very thin layer of
is usually chosen so-, itg> R(T). where Ris the range aluminium was evaporated on the side of the scmn-
and T the kinetic energy of the considered particles. tillators turne-d towards the incoming beta-rays. A
Sometimes very thin plastics are used. e.g. in front of a lucite light pipe. the side walls of which were covered
thick onc in order to redttwe back-ground by counting with white paint. was mounted on the scintillztor to
the coincidences between the small pulses in the first bring the light to the surface of an EMI 6097 B photo-
and the ricarly full pulses in the second scintillator. pultiplier tube. The output-pulses were amplified and

In an experiment with energy analysed positrons, counted after differential discrimination.
created by bombarding foils with electrons, we reduced Figure I shows some of the obtained pulse height
the volume of the u-sed scintillator considerably in order distributions for different electron energies and for
to minimize the gamma-ray background. The plastic different thicknesses of !he scintillators. The points
did not stop the positrons completely but could not be are normalized as to gi~e the number of counts per
considered as a very thin one either. As we needed a MeY for one incoming. electron. The indicated errors
pulse height distribution in order to be sure that we are standard deviations determined from counting sta-
detected only the positrons we wanted to detect. we tistics.
took a differential discrimination curve. The result Figures 'a to le give the results for i =.0.10 cm and
shoued clearly two well separated peaks. Variation of for T=4w~. 450, 500. 600 and 700 keV respectively.
the energy of the detected positrons resulted in a For lowe~renergies nothing special was seen. At 400kcV
variation of the intensity and the place of the peaks. an asymmetry appear-- For 450 keY asmall peak can
We have studied this phenomenon in some mom detail. already be seen at about 250-30D keY. t~his peak grows
WVe have used electrons ofdifrfeent energies with plastics with inacrasing electron energy and stays almost at the
of different thicknesses and have measured each time same place. In the same time the original peak decreases
the differential discrimination curve. The observed while it is going to higher pulse heights. A
effects are explained and a theoretical interpretation is The points of figure 2 show the pulse height at whichi
given, the peaks are~observed in the 0.10 scintillator. as a

function of the energy of the incomisig electron. The
7- Experimeutal set-.up and results Tepaints cof-pnigt the high energy peaks are

In oderto btan rthermon-cnr~zticelecron. stuaed n aline throu,7h the origin.
a P"bet ravsouce o abut 5mC as ued.togeher The same results were observetd for other values of i.
wit a oubc-fcusng 2W pecromter Th sorce As can be seen from figurcir If and Ig the observed

width and the eniergy-defining slit were chosen as to effects ecurtrcectron energies when t is in--
have a momentum resolution tip/p = 0.04. with which creased. Con Ij-ng figures Ie, If and Ig which give
a reasonable counting rate was obtained between 0.300 the pulse height distributions for 700 keY elecrons in
and 1.400 MeY. The slit was in fact a 1.3 cm long scintillators of 0. 10. 0. 15 and 0.20 cm respectively. one
cilindrical aluminium collimaior with a diameter of sees that the high energy peaks stays at the samet
0.90 cm. The plastic scintiliators (type NE 102 of place and is growing with thickness while the low ener-

Work supported by the Belgian Interuni~verity tnstiwtte or gY one decreases and moves towards higher pulse
- Nuiclir Sciences. Brussels. heightf.
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weg jus watPoundertn wihy dsrbtwon pfeakscarn occuergand xcint ton. o a plastic scintillator andikns atth
adhwThe plsogace and the heigts ofe theorptca rsul depoen coknsidero alcutthereslton onegies radiationlaoseare er

onte kine tict energaino the ienerin beletor ons and smllarnd can bhe nelected. Whe nows supoeih P thatro

on the thickness r' of the phosphor. So we allow the energy-loss is proportional to the pathlcnght of the
ourselves to make some rough assumptions. electron in the scintillator. Furthermore we suppose (2]

The eplantionof te oberved results starts from that the paths of the electrons are straight lines stain
the fact that the pulse height distribution is the consc- from the point A where they strike the plastic (11ge. 3).
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corresponding to the full energy of the incoming
(volts) electron. This number is

600

t:Ot1on N,(P.) I - exp[-(Oo(1()2 2 =OdO

= exp [-(0,1 00.1.

in which 01 is defined by cos 0, = t/R. So we will have
per incoming electron,

I. Tt&.V)
200 Q0 ro - a arccos2 (tiR)

_IP) x (2)Fig. 2. Pulse height at shich the peaks in the pulse height N,(P) exp L 0(
distribution occur. Points: experimental result; Curvs: theoreti-
cal result not taking into account thc-esolution ofthescintillator. electrons with full pulse height P1. Ir

We now calculate the pulse height distribution of the

Assumptions [1] and [2] separately are rather far from electrons going through the plastic. The number of
reality. For[l] it is because of the fact that the energy- electrons leaving the phosphor under an angle between
loss - dE/dx is not a constant when considered as a 0 and 0 + %O is given by
function of 1, and for [2] it is very obvious. The two
assumptionsi6geth-er become, however, much more [
realistic if x is measured along the path postulated in We have for the pulse height P2 of the considered
[2] and not along the direction ofthe incoming electron, electronsP 2 = -(dT/dx). (t/cosO). where xis measured
as is done usually. along the path. According to our.suppositions we have

We chose an angular distribution of the form - dT/dx = TIR, so that P, = Tt/R cos 0 and sin OdO =
(TIRpe)d P2.

J(0)dO = exp[- (0/0o)2]. (!) Calling N2(P2) the number of electrons per MeV and
per incoming electron, giving rise to a pulse height P2,

Normalizing f(O) by writing 21r Jof(O)OdO = 1, we we have for tTIR < P2 < P1
find C = (nORo)-'.

Each electron with kinetic energy Tand range R will N2(P2)dP 2  (2Tt!RP1O2)
be stopped completely in the scintillator of thickness t.
if cosOtiR. By range we mean here the hikness xp [-Oo2.arccos'(TIRP2)]dP,. (3)
where the absorption curve of mono-encrgetic electrons This histogram of fig. Ic shows the result obtained
runs into the background and not the so called practical from formulae (2) and (3) for the case t = 0.10 cm and
range RP which is the point where the extrapolated T= 500 keV, taking into account the channel width
linear portion of the curve meets the background. used-in the experiment. For R, the value 0.238 g/cm"

was used. This figure was obtained in the following way.
From absorption curves for homogeneous beta-rays in
aluminium') the relation R = 1.35 RP was found to be
a good fit for all electron energies used. This relation
was applied for styrene. the value of R. being taken
from NBS tables'). All other values of R used in the
computation of the theoretical curves were obtained in
the same way.

In order to compare with the experimental points.
Fig. 3. Schematic drawing illustrating the assumptions made in one has furthermore to take into account the resolution

the theoretical description, of the scintillator. The resolution to be used will depend
on the energy of the electrons and will also be different

It is clear that 0. must depend on T and t, but from scintillator to scintillator because of e.g. the
although we know that 0o has to increase with t and optical coupling. Therefoie we have first measured the
decrease with T. we will consider 0, as a parameter. resolution in a thick phosphor as a function of T. Far

Let us first mlculate the number of electrons staying the analysis, we have used for each scintillator the
in the plastic and giving rise to the pulse height P, resolution measured for that scintillator at low electron

I

I
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_ through the origin. In this case. higher values of I/0 •
go could not lead to a reasonable fit. The best values of 0 .

It 01••m for 700 keV electrons, for scintillator thicknesses 0.10.
C. •0.15 and 0.20cm are 0.86. 1.09 and 1.47 respectively.

The angle 00 is increasing with t, but no simple relation-
ship can be concluded from these results.

From our theoretical considerations one can easily
06 t deduct the place of the two peaks. This was done for

o/ý t =10.10cm as a function of T. The result is giv;en by
the full lines on fig. 2. The full energy peak must lay on

02t a straight line through the origin which is in fact the
T (k*v) case. The experimental low energy peak com-s at higher

M M 4o W 6W 7W pulse heights than the theoretical curve indicates. This
Fig. 4. Value of I/0o giving the best fit between theory and is due to the finite resolution of the phosphor as can be

experiment, versus electron energy, seen from comparison of the histogram and the full
curve on fig. Ic.

energies (when all the electrons are completely stopped In view of the good agreement between the experi-
in the plastic) and extrapolated the results to higher msintal results and the theory we believe that, although
energies according to the energy depen,' nce measured the assumptions about the paths and the energy loss of
in the case of a thick scintiliator. The hinal result of the the electrons in the plastic are very rough, the basic
analysis is shown on fig. la to lg by the full curves. idea about the existance and the behaviour of the two

As was pointed out earlier, the only parameter in the peaks in the pulse height distribution is correct. It is
theory is 0o. This parameter was determined for each a!so interesting to point out that, if one wants to stop
case by trial and error. The values of 00 that gave tfie all the electrons completely so as to have one single
best fit were used for deriving the curves given in the peak, the thickness of the scintillator has to be 1.35
figures. Fig. 4 shows the vlues of 1/0, as a function of times the practical range of styrene at the considered
T for the case t=0.10ccm. The indicated errors are energy.
rather subjective. they were determined by estimation
of the .^.hme values of l/0o at which the agreement References
with the experimental points was not good enough. As ) R. D. Birkhoff. EncyclhpediaofPhysics,34(1958) 133 (Springer

Verlag. Berlin).
can be seen from fig. 4, 1/0o is proportional to T. Only 2) A. T. Nelms. Energy loss and range ofelectrons and positrors.
the value Pt 400 keV comes underneath the straight line NSB circular, 577 (1956).
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